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can you show me the GR of Maternity leave in Maharashtra Shikshan Sevak GR For Maternity Leave Maharashtra Shikshan Sevak GR For Maternity Leave Maharashtra Shikshan Sevak GR For Maternity Leave Maharashtra Shikshan
Sevak GR For Maternity Leave Maharashtra Shikshan Sevak GR For Maternity Leave Under Section of INC Act.. 2005 prescribing a maximum age of 33 years for Shikshan Sevak/Junior Clerk. Â .A dog was killed by a car after it

jumped into the moving vehicle and got stuck underneath it, according to authorities. The dog was spotted acting strangely and running inside and outside the property in Tolar, Georgia, Saturday. Gail Rushing, a neighbor of the
residence, said they thought the dog was taken to a vet. But instead, the dog — named Pete — was killed when a car apparently struck him. The pit bull weighed more than 150 pounds and jumped into the car after being chased

by Rushing, who lives nearby, according to the state's Department of Animal Control. Rushing told the Atlanta Journal-Constitution the incident started when she was trying to stop a fight between two dogs. "I was just trying to
talk to the neighbor and they were all around me and growling and barking at me," she told the outlet. "They were close to me, and I tried to step back. They were growling and barking and one of them jumped through the open
driver's side window of the car, and the car was not moving so I grabbed him. I was trying to get him out of the car because he was already tangled up. It was just too late." Rushing said she tried to pull the dog out of the vehicle,
but the suspect in the car — 29-year-old Sheena Edwards — said it was too late. The driver could not stop the car in time, and the dog was run over, the report said. Edwards faces charges of murder and cruelty to animals. She is

being held on a $20,000 bond. say," ""Oh, yeah." "I'll step outside the tent," ""and then I'll open it back up and let you out." ""Let you share the joy." "Let you share in the sun." "Let you be
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